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RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED benefits when our “competitors” fail to grasp what fans of their 
series want. Those decisions distinguish our “mature audiences due to realistic depictions of war, violence, and to 
raise awareness of genocide and human trafficking issues”. 

I take no pleasure in seeing the work of great actors and directors flushed away by radical gender stereotypes and false
narratives or competitor programs being forced to classify as “made for kids” and mature fans abused as if their 
affection is taken too seriously out of love for very relatable human rights issues. 

The imposition of “wrong culture”, the idea that gender can (and must) be defined by stereotypes to make it an 
“elective” rather than a biological AND psychological AND philosophical “conviction” which admits values separate 
from society and “boundaries” both originating in society but more importantly inherent “rights” of individuals 
regardless society to their own body and own suffrage against forced inclusion, valuation, or depreciation based on 
use or utility or submission to society or others is elementary. 

The question posed by gender culture and race culture is antithesis to the reservation of reserved right and “dignity” 
outside of and superior to the claims of “society” or “culture” asserted by the radical socialist-fascist monotheist 
concrete “settled-facts” of Democratic Hegelian Terrorism (DHT), first described by G.F. HEGEL in 1821 "THE 
ELEMENTS OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF RIGHT". 

Once you learn what we are doing, the “tribal instinct” of Democrats and Communists appears for what it is - slavery 
and violence of a primitive prior civilization and without standing in a civilized world for which your media remains 
invested in promoting and sustaining to exploit you and your children. 

MAO ZEDONG and ADOLPH HITLER, along with JOSEPH STALIN and KARL MARX based their ideas upon the
prior HEGEL work, and are known as "The Young Hegelians" by scholars.  Progressive media is another iteration of 
that same disgusting movement, to dictate rights through social contracts which are inherent and not conditional to 
benefit or subordination to the public will or state policy, economic productivity, or class privilege.

Join us in The Law, and welcome the King of Kings, in “Beyond War”.

Sincerely,

James Allen, President

RACCOON TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED

for the firm.
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